OUR VALUES
ST ANDREWS CHRISTIAN COLLEGE
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“Many basic values derived from our Judeo-Christian heritage are sliding from
view in our Australian society. As more people depart from their belief in Jesus
Christ, Christian values such as integrity, compassion, faithfulness, love, peace,
honesty, courage and wisdom are less evident” (Rev. David R Nicholas).

Whilst we all fall short of Christ’s standards, it is important that we strive to
uphold Christian values in our own lives and in the life of our College. Christ is the
cornerstone of all we do at St Andrews Christian College. Our values are based
on Christ and from Him flow the values which direct our lifestyle and the DNA of
the College.
Understanding, living and growing in Christian values are important for us as a
community at St Andrews as we aspire to educate generations of students who
are of Godly character, strong in faith and a powerful influence, impacting the
world for Christ.

We are developing students who are:
Inspired by Faith
Distinguished by Character
Leaders by Influence

ST ANDREWS CHRISTIAN COLLEGE VALUES FOUNDATION PROGRAM
While there are many Christian values that the College could focus on, we have
chosen some core values to uphold, focusing on a one particular value for each
school year from Prep through to Year 12.
The undergirding value for each year level is that of “love”. In 1 Corinthians
12:31b, Paul tells us that the excellent way is love. 1 Corinthians 13 outlines this
way of love:
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The foundation for each student’s learning commences in Prep level and will be

1 Corinthians 13 (The Message):

complete when the student finishes Year 12, as outlined in the following table:
“If I speak with human eloquence and
angelic ecstasy but don’t love, I’m
nothing but the creaking of a rusty gate.

Love never dies. Inspired speech will
be over some day; praying in tongues
will end; understanding will reach its
limit. We know only a portion of the

If I speak God’s Word with power,
revealing all his mysteries and making
everything plain as day, and if I have faith
that says to a mountain, ‘Jump’, and it
jumps, but I don’t love, I’m nothing.
If I give everything I own to the poor
and even go to the stake to be burned
as a martyr, but I don’t love, I’ve gotten
nowhere. So, no matter what I say,
what I believe, and what I do, I’m
bankrupt without love.
Love never gives up.
Love cares more for others than for self.
Love doesn’t want what it doesn’t have.
Love doesn’t strut,
Doesn’t have a swelled head,
Doesn’t force itself on others,
Isn’t always ‘me first’,
Doesn’t fly off the handle,
Doesn’t keep score of the sins of
others,
Doesn’t revel when others grovel,
Takes pleasure in the flowering of truth,
Puts up with anything,
Trusts God always,
Always looks for the best,
Never looks back,
But keeps going to the end.
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truth, and what we say about God
is always incomplete. But when the

THE VALUES FOUNDATION PROGRAM
Year

Value

Application

Verse

Every
Year level

Love

Love is a
starting point

For God so loved the world that he gave his one and only Son, that
whoever believes in him shall not perish but have eternal life. John 3:16
When a Samaritan woman came to draw water, Jesus said to her,
“Will you give me a drink?” John 4:7

Complete arrives, our incompletes will
be cancelled.
When I was an infant at my mother’s
breast, I gurgled and cooed like any

Prep

Courage

Keep on trying
as you grow

Be strong and courageous. Your God will be with you. Joshua 1:9

Year 1

Patience

Accept
different and
new things

Be completely humble and gentle; be patient, bearing with one another
in love. Ephesians 4:2

Year 2

Compassion

Care for others

Rejoice with those who rejoice; mourn with those who mourn.
Romans 12:15

infant. When I grew up, I left those infant
ways for good.

Have compassion, making a difference. Jude 1:22

We don’t yet see things clearly. We’re
squinting in a fog, peering through a

Year 3

Peace

Be kind to everyone

Live in peace with each other. 1 Thessalonians 5:13

mist. But it won’t be long before the

Year 4

Service

Look out for others

Use whatever gifts you have to serve others. 1 Peter 4:10

weather clears and the sun shines

Year 5

Wisdom

Search for good

If any lack wisdom, he should ask God. James 1:5

Year 6

Excellence

Go beyond
the norm

Finally, brothers and sisters, whatever is true, whatever is noble, whatever
is right, whatever is pure, whatever is lovely, whatever is admirable—if
anything is excellent or praiseworthy—think about such things.
Philippians 4:8

Year 7

Justice

Be just, know
the limits

Act justly, love mercy, walk humbly with your God. Micah 6:8

Year 8

Integrity

Do what you say

Simply let your ‘yes’ be ‘yes’ and your ‘no’ be ‘no’. Matthew 5:37

Year 9

Perseverance

Don’t give up
on doing good

Let us run with perseverance the race marked out for us. Hebrews 12:1

Year 10

Truth

What guides
your life?

Jesus answered, “I am the Way, the Truth and the Life.” John 14:6

Year 11

Faithfulness

Is your
word good?

But the Lord is faithful, and he will strengthen you and protect you from
the evil one. 2 Thessalonians 3:3

Year 12

Commitment

Live by the values

Offer your bodies as living sacrifices to God. Romans 12:1

bright! We’ll see it all then, see it all as
clearly as God sees us, knowing him
directly just as he knows us!
But for right now, until that
completeness, we have three
things to do to lead us toward that
consummation: Trust steadily in God,
hope unswervingly, love extravagantly.
And the best of the three is love.”

Commit your way to the Lord; trust in him and he will do this:
He will make your righteousness shine like the dawn, the justice of your
cause like the noonday sun. Psalm 37:5
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Love

Courage

LOVE... A much misused and abused

see that it’s all important to “speak out

COURAGE... Taking this word back

When we turn to the New Testament

word. While there are several words

the love of Jesus” and in so doing see

to its Greek origin we find it means “to

we find Our Lord encourages us – no,

in Greek to describe different types of

the hearts of people changed. Others

dare”, “being bold”, “being of good

directs us – to be of good courage.

love, in English we only have the one

see that it’s all important to act out

courage and confident”. In the Old

“Take heart, son” (Matthew 9:2) or “Be

word. Furthermore, for the Christian,

the love of Jesus by good works and

Testament the word is used for the

of good cheer, daughter” (Matthew

there is only one word in the Greek

in so doing see the hearts of people

special effort which is summoned up in

9:22) then again when he says “Take

by which we should direct our lives.

changed.

times of extreme stress of emergency

courage!

and the fact that God is able and

(Matthew 14:27).

This is the word Agape. This word

It is I. Don’t be afraid”

has been described as unconquerable

In actual fact the heart and the hand

prepared to supply the necessary

benevolence, goodwill which can never

go together, for they cannot be

courage for such a time.

seek anything other than the best for

separated. Our supreme example

His disciples to be courageous.

others regardless of what others do to

is found in the life and love of Jesus

speaking to them He says “Take Heart.

us. All the while the Christian responds

who never divided “heart and

I have overcome the world” (John

with good.

hand” and so the number

16:22). In our present world it is vital

one value we see to
The task of the Christian ever was, and

teach at St Andrews

ever is, that of interpreting the Cross-

Christian College

style love into daily life, for Christ is our

is love as found

complete example of love in action.

in Jesus.

All

the

while

Jesus

encourages
In

to teach that this precious value of
courage is still available to those
who trust in God. So many
people waver today.

So

many give up. So many

Such love means showing people by

young lives are thrown

the way we act that we are following

away because they fail

the ways of Jesus. Life in modern

to find the needed

times has become complicated but

courage

nevertheless God still desires that His

has made available.

message of love should be conveyed

What a sacred trust

to all people.

we have to teach the

that

God

God-given value of
There are those who divide the

courage.

message of love by dividing the “heart”
and the “hand” of the message. Some
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Truth

Integrity
J. B. Phillips’ paraphrasing

INTEGRITY... The person of integrity

absolute purity in speech, in conduct,

of what the Book of James says of

is wholesome, pure, complete and one

and even in thought.”

the tongue: “It can poison the whole

with uncompromising honesty.

Christians are called to be honest, to

body, it can make the whole of life

greatest example is Christ. The person

a blazing hell.”

A.T. Cadoux says:

of integrity is unimpaired morally and is

“Control of speech means self control,

therefore free of moral corruption, being

Integrity: the grandest word in our

where most frequently needed, most

completely innocent. One might argue

language. It means seeking the highest

easily forgotten, and often hardest to

that such a state is beyond human

good for others. The finest example is

enforce.”

reach; nevertheless, seeing that we

that of God’s example, who sent His

have departed so far from the ideal,

Son to die for us because He loved us

There is, of course, a positive side to

should we not then seek to travel the

so much.

the tongue. A consecrated tongue set

road back to integrity?

hearts!

Our

Above all,

be salt in society.

apart for God’s use can mend a broken
friendship, lead a person to God, bring

Jesus, our supreme example, was

comfort to the lonely. What troubles

completely honest. There was certainly

are caused when truth departs and

no compromise in Jesus when it came

misinformation,

rumours

to integrity. Jesus told his disciples that

take over. Sadly we have tended to

they were the salt of the earth. Back in

overlook the importance of truth these

Jesus’ day salt was used to preserve

days. The first victim of war is always

food, and prevent it from going bad.

lies

or

truth. Similarly, in the warfare between
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truth and evil, truth is the first casualty.

William Barclay says: “One of the

TRUTH... Perhaps it could be said

Victory for evil can be stopped only by

characteristics of the world in which

that when people turn away from

a close adherence to the truth. Here

we live is the lowering of standards.

God, truth is one of the first casualties.

we must rely on God – there is no other

Standards

False witness defeats justice and

way, for God alone is Truth. As the

of diligence in work, standards of

opposes truth. It was Socrates, the

Lord told us when He was on earth, “I

conscientiousness, moral standards,

Greek philosopher, who said to a

am the way and the truth and the life”

all tend to be lowered.” Barclay went

student: “Speak friend, that I may

(John 14:6). The Holy Spirit keeps the

on to say, “The Christian must be the

see thee.”

Christian walking in truth.

person who holds aloft the standard of

Our speech shows our

of

honesty,

standards
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JUSTICE

SERVICE

are

happens is right and fair. This is a tall

SERVICE... Christians are called to

servanthood? He said, “By how you

crammed full of examples of injustice.

order, but nevertheless a clear guideline

serve. It has been said, “The measure

act when you are treated like one.”

Indeed our world cries out for justice.

for all who would follow Christ. At St

of character is not how many servants

So many things seem

Our

JUSTICE...

daily

papers

Andrews Christian College there is a

we have, but how many people we are

Palestinian roads were rough and dirty.

many

basic endeavour to teach students that

prepared to serve.” The Navigators

In summer, they were thickly covered

people have given

society needs citizens who are just in

organisation is well known for its strong

with dust and in winter, crusted with

their dealings with one another.

emphasis on servanthood.

Lorne

thick mud.

unfair

and

up even trying to

Sanny

be just.
In

our

times,

many stand on

was

once

In the days of Jesus,

asked

sandals worn by the people were just

how can we know

soles held together with straps. This

if we have an

meant sandals gave little protection

attitude

from dust and dirt. As a result, large

of

their rights. Many

waterpots were always kept at the door

groups have been

of a house. A servant stood by when

split because of people

guests entered and washed their feet.

standing on their rights. It has been said

On one occasion Jesus washed His

if God stood on His rights, we would be

disciples’ feet thus showing that He was

beyond hope.

ready to serve rather than be served.
He taught, “The greatest among you

Justice is giving to everyone that which

will be your servant, for whoever exalts

is their due according to law. There is

himself will be humbled, and whoever

a clear and distinct difference between

humbles

justice and equity. Justice means doing

(Matthew 23:11). What an example we

what the law demands, whereas equity

have. Let us remember that being a

means doing what is right and fair in

servant is a costly affair. It can mean

every individual case. Because of the

late nights and early mornings. Above

way in which our laws are framed, all

all it means giving without counting the

too often justice is not carried out, and

cost. What a valuable thing this is for

the individual suffers.

us to teach and attain.

The Christian,

himself

will

be

exalted”

however, is called to seek to act justly
in all things and to ensure that whatever
10
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EXCELLENCE

WISDOM
WISDOM... Being wise takes us

The

vast

EXCELLENCE... We are surrounded

beyond knowledge into the realm of

knowledge. We may have many letters

by a society which ignores the need

understanding.

The Oxford English

after our names but yet lack wisdom.

for excellence. “Anything will do” has

dictionary defines wisdom as “The

Even the most learned people may

almost become the motto for society

capacity for judging rightly in matters

lack wisdom.

We have never had

and “near enough” is accepted as be-

relating to life and conduct.” This most

more tertiary graduates and never

ing “good enough”. Yet the Bible im-

certainly is a value to be desired.

more “educated ignorance”. Through

plores us to do things decently and in

fact

is

we

may

gain

knowledge we have learned to travel

order: “Everything must be done in a

Knowledge is one thing, but wisdom,

faster than sound, but show signs of

proper and orderly way” (1 Corinthians

another. Knowledge can be imparted,

going faster in the wrong direction in

14:40, TEV). Nothing the Christian does

but when it comes to wisdom, it is a far

the area of morals. It is bad indeed

should be sloppy or slapdash.

different matter.

when a person lacks wisdom, but it is
far worse when a person is so

Our constant target for “good” simply

wise in their own conceits

is not sufficient for those who love God.

reject

Excellence is the stamp of approval for

the true wisdom

which we should constantly strive. 1

which comes

Corinthians 12:31b also implores us to

from God.

live the “excellent way”, which is then

that

they

described in 1 Corinthians 13.
God is excellent and once we understand this we will strive to copy Him in
all we do and say. Something wonderful happens when we seek to achieve
excellence. Excellence is indeed a significant value, and forms an important
inclusion to the list of values held high
at St Andrews Christian College.
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PEACE

COMPASSION

PEACE... The word “peace” in the New

in Christ Jesus” (Philippians 4:7), or

COMPASSION... This word is Greek

Jesus showed compassion because

Testament is the Greek work “eirene”.

as Eugene H Peterson paraphrases:

in origin, and the basic meaning is “an

He cared about people.

It was used for the serenity which a

“Before you know it, a sense of God’s

emotion which moves a person from

Barclay points out, Jesus did not see

country enjoyed under a good and

wholeness, everything coming together

within the very depths of his or her

people as criminals to be condemned.

beneficent leader.

for good, will come and settle you

being.”

Rather, He saw them as wanderers

It was used when

there was law and order.

Mostly in

down.

As William

who needed to be found and brought

It’s wonderful what happens

the New Testament, “eirene” is used

when Christ displaces worry at the

The word is used in the Gospels,

home to God. Says Barclay: “He did

in place of the Hebrew word “shalom”

centre of your life.”

where the master has compassion

not see people as chaff to be burned;

which also means peace. This word

on the servant who could not

He saw them as a harvest to be reaped

means not simply freedom from trouble,

pay his debt (Matthew

but everything that a person might wish

18:33), and of the

for themselves, everything that provides
them with their highest good.

compassion

the

father had for
his prodigal

“Eirene” is not merely rest, but
a state of wholeness.

The

for God.”
The key to compassion is concern
for people.

Christ was born into a

world of slavery.

A world where even

son (Luke

women were treated as objects merely

15:20).

to be used. Jesus changed all that by

ultimate meaning in the New

teaching the value and worth of the

Testament sense is that

individual.

we have peace with God,

on compassion is exemplified by the

that we are at rest in Him.

Samaritan who had compassion on

More than this, we are

the man who fell among thieves (Luke

complete in Him.

10:33).

God has promised in

For

regard to this peace that

sympathy are vital in all Christian

His peace will protect

dealings. We care for Christ’s sake, for

us.

in a careless world we are His hands,

“And the peace of

the

Our Lord’s key teaching

Christian,

affection

and

God which transcends all

His feet and His voice, constantly

understanding

showing compassion to all.

will

guard

your hearts and your minds
14
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PERSEVERANCE
the

In the early Church, the disciples held

PATIENCE... While in this fast and

common complaints about people

fast, kept targets and were devoted

furious age we know patience is a rare

With thoughtless and impatient hands

these days is the fact that so many give

to each other and the cause of Christ.

thing to find, it nevertheless develops

We tangle up the plans the Lord has

up too easily. “Perseverance” comes

Nothing could deter them from their

character.

wrought

from a Greek word which carries the

mission, and they did not give up.

meaning “to focus and to be devoted

They “kept on keeping on” – they were

A young minister, realising he lacked

“Be quiet there, while I untie the knot.”

to holding fast”.

steadfast.

patience, once asked an older minister

Anon

PERSEVERANCE...

One

of

PATIENCE
And when we cry in pain, He says

to pray that he might have more
In short, the early disciples stayed with

patience. The older man knelt beside

Supreme patience is seen in Christ, and

the faith. They did not wander away,

his young friend and started to pray.

when we would be impatient, we need

and so set us tremendous examples in

He asked God to send trouble and

to sit at His feet and learn from Him.

living the Christian life.

difficulties into the young man’s life.
After a while the young minister tapped

It is so easy to start something

the older minister on the shoulder and

and not finish. We surely need

whispered, “You misunderstood me.

to consider first what we plan

I asked you to pray that I might have

to attempt. Jesus put it well

more patience – not more trouble.” The

in Luke 14:28 when He said,

older man looked up and said, “The

“For which of you, intending

Scripture says, ‘Tribulation works

to build a tower, does not

patience’ – that is the only way.”

sit down first and count the
cost.”

A tough answer, but also true.
We are, by and large, impatient.

What we need is staying power.
The strength to continue in God’s

God’s way, however, is not our
way.

With God, a thousand

work is found through the Holy

years are as a day. And we

Spirit who has been promised as a

want it now? Almost laughable.

comforter, a teacher, a strengthener to
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help us live the life God has planned

Our sheer lack of patience is well

for us.

borne out by these lines:
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FAITHFULNESS
means

integrity. It leaves no place for careless

COMMITMENT... Commitment to a

or

attitudes or allegiances. Furthermore,

cause has become rather out of fashion

allegiance, being loyal to a cause or to

the Christian citizen should be able to

these days. Many no longer show any

A powerful story, for when Jesus entered

a person. Other words which reflect

be counted on to be faithful.

desire to link up with organisations by

his life, Zaccheus was a completely

becoming members.

changed person.

FAITHFULNESS...
steadfast

in

one’s

being

COMMITMENT

affection

similar meaning are: constant, staunch
and resolute.

A Christian’s word should be his bond.

They prefer to

keep their options open.

He committed

himself to Jesus in a most practical

In addition, a Christian’s whole lifestyle

way.

Proof of this is seen when he

should be saturated in faithfulness to

The call of Christ reminds us that He

said: “Look, Lord, here and now I give

Christ.

calls us to commitment.

He desires

half my possessions to the poor, and if I

that we become faithful stewards,

have cheated anybody out of anything,

committed

to

a

Christian

lifestyle.

I will pay back four times the amount”
(Luke 19:8). That’s commitment.

While

at

A prime example of commitment is the

fewer

apostle Paul who remained committed

It appears that this value is fast

and fewer people

to Jesus over many years despite

disappearing in our society. Certainly

want to commit

numerous trials and tribulations that

times

allegiance

seems

to

matter

it

seems
that

little.

their lives to a

Allegiance to a company or to an

Christian lifestyle,

individual appears to be of little

we still have the

Commitment in a Christian sense goes

importance, and yet the very fabric

excellent example

far beyond money, for a mindset of

of society is hurt or destroyed when

of Zaccheus the

“getting” is replaced by a mindset of

tax collector (Luke

“giving” when we commit our lives to

faithfulness is on the wane.

19: 1- 10).
The Christian is called to faithfulness:
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Jesus, Zaccheus became His follower.

befell him.

Christ. We are called to a life of serving
others in the name of Christ. If we are

basically, faithfulness to Christ, but the

Zaccheus was prepared

call goes way beyond that to being

to pay the price of faithful

faithful in all our transactions and

stewardship. Zaccheus was

dealings. It means keeping our word,

a tax collector for the Romans.

holding to our promises, showing

However, after his encounter with

committed to Christ, we should greatly
treasure this value!
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